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Censure looms ahead of BOR meeting

By Mitchel Anderson
@iowastatedaily.com

Student Government’s censure on the student body president of the Iowa Board of Regents is still lingering ahead of this week’s re-

eration Senate voted unanimously to censure Johnson. The seven

on the censure, but Student Gove-
nation President Dan Burrow said that councillors are still resis-
tant to the resolution. Johnson, who was the lone vote in favor of the resolution, did not attend the regents meeting because he could not get out of the winter weather.

Burrow also clarified that he was not on the agenda.

Committee organizes week of social activities, speakers, networking

By Andria Homewood
@iowastatedaily.com

The Executive Committee for this week’s Engineers’ Week has shaped and mold-
ed the celebration of Engineers’ Week in its own way. This event falls on students’ radar as soon as you become an actual engineer, and for some it is the time when you become aware of what it means to be an engineer. Engineers’ Week has cele-

tered around this theme for the past three years, and will end with a party on Friday. Engineers’ Week started on Monday through Thursday. This week’s meeting is the first

for some trust going forward and

get out of the ordeal.

Breitbarth said.

entire meeting can be found at www.
regents.iowa.gov. The Board of Regents meeting begins at 8 a.m. with a breakfast with student leaders and adjourns in anticipated to take place at 3 p.m. Agenda items relevant to students include a proposal to increase the meal plan rate for students and a discussion of tuition and fees.

The Board of Regents meeting will be on Iowa State’s campus at the Alumni Center this Wednesday and Thursday. Wednesday’s meeting will take place from 8:30

a.m. to about 2:31 p.m. Thursday’s meeting begins at 6 a.m. with a breakfast with student leaders and concludes at 5:30 p.m. Agenda items relevant to students include a proposal to increase the meal plan rate for students and a discussion of tuition and fees.

The Board of Regents meeting will be on Iowa State’s campus at the Alumni Center this Wednesday and Thursday. Wednesday’s meeting will take place from 8:30

a.m. to about 2:31 p.m. Thursday’s meeting begins at 6 a.m. with a breakfast with student leaders and concludes at 5:30 p.m. Agenda items relevant to students include a proposal to increase the meal plan rate for students and a discussion of tuition and fees.
**Weather**

Partly sunny during the day with a chance of showers at night

39°F

30°F

**Digital Content**

**NEWs**

Engineers’ Week schedule of events

This week is meant to highlight the contributions of Engineering. Find out the schedule of events that will take place all week through the full coverage story online and on the app.

**GALLERY**

Varieties, the talent show in the Greek community, wrapped up this weekend. Find out who won the full coverage story online and on the app.

**GALLERY**

Extreme Bull Riding Tour

The Extreme Bull Rid- ing Tour 2016 came to Ames on Saturday. Find a photo gallery of the bucking bulls.

**GALLERY**

Men’s Basketball game

The men’s basketball team won against TCU on Saturday. Check out the highlights through the photo gallery online.

**MULTIMEDIA**

Gymnastic team comes in second

The gymnastics team came in second at the conference. Find out more by perusing the story online.

**Corrections**

The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments and suggestions that warrant corrections. To submit a correction, please contact our editor at 515-294-5448 or e-mail at editor@iowastatedaily.com.

**Display Ads**

**Classified Ads**

**Sports**

Iowa State basketball and tennis teams compete this weekend. Find out who wins the full coverage story online and on the app.

**MULTIMEDIA**

Iowa State to show film about issues Muslims face

The film is based on a book by the same name. Find out more by perusing the story online.

**MULTIMEDIA**

Hackathon event

Students create software for a hackathon where winners are awarded a prize. Find out more by perusing the story online and on the app.

**Galley Notes**

The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments and suggestions that warrant corrections. Find out more by perusing the story online and on the app.

**GALLERY**

Who Speaks for Islam?

Monday, February 22, 2016 - 7pm - Great Hall, Memorial Union

Sponsored by: Asian American Studies Program, College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, Philosophy & Religious Studies, the Philosophy & Religious Studies department and the Committee on Lectures (funded by Student Government)

**Who Speaks for Islam?**

Monday, February 22, 2016 - 7pm - Great Hall, Memorial Union

Sponsored by: Asian American Studies Program, College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, Philosophy & Religious Studies, the Philosophy & Religious Studies department and the Committee on Lectures (funded by Student Government)
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Social Justice Summit dialogue on diversity

By Eric Worsh
#iwastatedaily.com

Social justice means something different to everyone,” she said, adding that helped get an attendee up with a name tag and 笃 bins. “The summit was for people of all levels and understanding and if, in fact, about starting the conversation about different ideas, and Nationalism, as well as talking about the world of its content and, Camarillo, retention coordinator for the Student Activities Center, who helped organize the event. The starting and managing diversity across numerous campus departments including the Multicultural Student Center and the Student Diversity and Support Center.

The summit was a little different each year, and when consumers are planning their travels for the holiday season, it is a crucial time to consider the different cultural values, Camarillo said, hence the activity the summit had planned for this year.

“The summit is about starting a conversation of understanding and doing outreach for diverse students,” Viatori said, adding that the goal of the conversation is to improve the range of courses and possibilities of study for students.

Viatori said he is excited for the merger because it would allow visiting and guest speakers to talk to different classes, and the merging of both departments is already collaborative on recruiting and doing outreach.

Viatori said anthropologist Greg Obergstock believes the culture’s more developed system and is helping individuals in terms of student programming and advising.

Chad Gasta, professor and chair of the social languages and cultures department, said he, too, is excited about the merger. He said he hopes the departments will merge as more students will benefit, and that the faculty and students will continue to grow in terms of research and student programming.

“We are both sort of a perfect merger of two departments,” Gasta said.

Faculty Senate approves merger of ISU departments

By Alex Cory
#iwastatedaily.com

Iowa State’s Faculty Senate has approved a merger between the anthropology and world languages and cultures departments.

The merger, which started with an initial meeting in December and was then referred to both departments, has been in the works for more than a year.

“This all really started over a year and a half ago as a series of informal conversations,” said Sarah Viatori, the department’s acting professor of anthropology.

Viatori said he thinks the two departments fit well together because a lot of the similar topics. “The two departments merging, faculty and students are already benefiting from the merger,” Viatori said, adding that the merger will allow for a stronger and more cohesive department.

The merger merges the two departments’ efforts to learn more about the correct way to identify individuals who are members of different cultures and languages. “We need to provide different methodologies to take people on this journey”, Viatori said.

After discussing the entire department, Viatori said that the merger can be accomplished by the departments merging, faculty beginning to talk to each other, and the students.

The department merger would be beneficial to students, Viatori said, adding that the merger would help students engage in a primary purpose for the two departments, which is to help students learn about diverse cultures and world languages.

“The summit is about starting a conversation of understanding and doing outreach for diverse students,” Viatori said, adding that the goal of the conversation is to improve the range of courses and possibilities of study for students.
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**Sudoku**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TERVANT**

3-Short food causes weight gain.
6-Remember your birthday.
7-Tequila can be consumed.
10-Take photos of your dreams, and find ways to reach them.
11-Force yourself to do something today and tomorrow.
12-Family member could potentially get married.
13-Large seaweed. Puppies always love you.
14-Divination.
15-And crossbones.
16-Save the Queen from Unbroken: A Toy Story.
17-Ax.
18-Divi.
19-And crossbones.
20-Queen.
21-TV educator Bill in a lab coat.
22-Didn't go out for surprises, and set priorities.
23-In high spirits.
24-Savanna antelope.
25-“Laughing” critter.
26-Vessel on a mantel.
27-Large seaweed.
28-Save the Queen from Unbroken: A Toy Story.
29-Mixed in a glass.
30-Bard’s nightfall.
31-Continue with Four cards.
32-Adept.
33-“Laughing” critter.
34-John of London?
35-Mixed in a glass.
36-Add a touch of elegance and sophisticated flair.
37-Save the Queen from Unbroken: A Toy Story.
38-Divi.
39-And crossbones.
40-Cross.

**Daily Horoscope**

_Taurus (April 20 - May 20)_

You are ready for a big change. Shut down the past and start fresh. Keep your mind open to new opportunities. Consider partnership negotiations. Delays could arise. You may be criticized for your idea or plan. Consider performing acrobatic stunts as well. Don’t get caught up in the moments that you will remember later. Use your creativity to surprise yourself. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Gemini (May 21 - June 20)_

You are in need of relaxation. It is wise to go back to basics to find peace and order. Consider a long vacation. You may find that your mind will wander. Consider a small group of friends that you enjoy. You are in need of companionship. You may find that your work schedule is too hectic. Consider expressing your creativity. Use your imagination to find new ideas. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Cancer (June 21 - July 22)_

You are in need of rest and relaxation. It is wise to go back to basics to find peace and order. Consider a long vacation. You may find that your mind will wander. Consider a small group of friends that you enjoy. You are in need of companionship. You may find that your work schedule is too hectic. Consider expressing your creativity. Use your imagination to find new ideas. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Leo (July 23 - August 22)_

You are in need of rest and relaxation. It is wise to go back to basics to find peace and order. Consider a long vacation. You may find that your mind will wander. Consider a small group of friends that you enjoy. You are in need of companionship. You may find that your work schedule is too hectic. Consider expressing your creativity. Use your imagination to find new ideas. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Virgo (August 23 - September 22)_

You are in need of rest and relaxation. It is wise to go back to basics to find peace and order. Consider a long vacation. You may find that your mind will wander. Consider a small group of friends that you enjoy. You are in need of companionship. You may find that your work schedule is too hectic. Consider expressing your creativity. Use your imagination to find new ideas. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Libra (September 23 - October 23)_

You are in need of rest and relaxation. It is wise to go back to basics to find peace and order. Consider a long vacation. You may find that your mind will wander. Consider a small group of friends that you enjoy. You are in need of companionship. You may find that your work schedule is too hectic. Consider expressing your creativity. Use your imagination to find new ideas. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Scorpio (October 24 - November 21)_

You are ready for a big change. Shut down the past and start fresh. Consider partnership negotiations. Delays could arise. You may be criticized for your idea or plan. Consider performing acrobatic stunts as well. Don’t get caught up in the moments that you will remember later. Use your creativity to surprise yourself. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)_

You are in need of rest and relaxation. It is wise to go back to basics to find peace and order. Consider a long vacation. You may find that your mind will wander. Consider a small group of friends that you enjoy. You are in need of companionship. You may find that your work schedule is too hectic. Consider expressing your creativity. Use your imagination to find new ideas. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)_

You are ready for a big change. Shut down the past and start fresh. Consider partnership negotiations. Delays could arise. You may be criticized for your idea or plan. Consider performing acrobatic stunts as well. Don’t get caught up in the moments that you will remember later. Use your creativity to surprise yourself. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Aquarius (January 20 - February 18)_

You are in need of rest and relaxation. It is wise to go back to basics to find peace and order. Consider a long vacation. You may find that your mind will wander. Consider a small group of friends that you enjoy. You are in need of companionship. You may find that your work schedule is too hectic. Consider expressing your creativity. Use your imagination to find new ideas. Keep your work schedule limed.

**Pisces (February 19 - March 20)_

You are in need of rest and relaxation. It is wise to go back to basics to find peace and order. Consider a long vacation. You may find that your mind will wander. Consider a small group of friends that you enjoy. You are in need of companionship. You may find that your work schedule is too hectic. Consider expressing your creativity. Use your imagination to find new ideas. Keep your work schedule limed.
Psych matters: Moving beyond racism

By Veronica S. Mikhailovska

S
ince the 1960s, the Department of Psychology at Iowa State University has undertaken a commitment to reducing racism and increasing diversity within its community. While the university has made significant progress in removing the racial and ethnic barriers that have long plagued educational institutions, there remain significant challenges that require our attention.

This commitment to diversity and inclusion is reflected in the college’s mission statement, which states, “We are committed to creating a diverse and inclusive community that values and celebrates the unique contributions of all students, faculty, and staff.”

The college’s commitment to diversity extends beyond the classroom to include a range of initiatives aimed at promoting a welcoming and supportive environment for all students, faculty, and staff. These initiatives include diversity and inclusion training for all members of the college community, as well as the establishment of a diversity and inclusion council.

While the college has made significant progress in creating a diverse and inclusive community, there is still much work to be done. As the college continues to move forward, it is important to remain committed to the principles of diversity, inclusion, and equity.

This commitment is not only important for the college’s future success, but it is also essential for creating a more equitable and just society. By working together to promote diversity and inclusion, we can create a stronger and more resilient community that is able to thrive in an increasingly diverse and interconnected world.
Junior guard Monté Morris drives in for a layup against TCU on Saturday at Hilton Coliseum. Morris scored only two points, but dished out 11 assists in Iowa State's 92-83 win.

Forward Deonte Burton will be called upon to replace Jameel McKay after he did not play in Iowa State's win against TCU on Saturday night, and ISU coach Steve Prohm didn't give a reason other than it was a coaching decision.

McKay missed two games earlier this year when Prohm suspended him indefinitely. McKay came back from suspension and played in two games for Iowa State before missing the TCU game.

While it’s not clear what McKay did, it seems like a minor issue. McKay warmed up, sat on the bench and was inattentive. Prohm previously said that McKay was not suspended again.

Prohm said “no question” when asked if McKay would be available to play against West Virginia on an ESPN Big Monday game.

Iowa State before missing the TCU game. Prohm repeatedly stated like a minor issue. McKay warmed up, sat on the bench and was inattentive. Prohm previously said that McKay was not suspended again.

McKay missed two games earlier this year when Prohm suspended him indefinitely. McKay came back from suspension and played in two games for Iowa State before missing the TCU game.

While it’s not clear what McKay did, it seems like a minor issue. McKay warmed up, sat on the bench and was inattentive. Prohm previously said that McKay was not suspended again.

Prohm said “no question” when asked if McKay would be available to play against West Virginia on an ESPN Big Monday game. McKay missed two games earlier this year when Prohm suspended him indefinitely. McKay came back from suspension and played in two games for Iowa State before missing the TCU game.

Steve Prohm was tight-lipped about the reason after Monday, and guard Monté Morris thinks McKay will play against the Mountaineers.

Roadshirt senior forward Jameel McKay watches the ISU men’s basketball game against TCU on Saturday from the bench. McKay did not get any playing time in the game.

Iowa State has had two players emerge as big-time contributors recently in McKay’s absence, and Burton has proved to be a question mark at this point, grabbing rebounds becomes a serious concern.

Deonte Burton stepping up

Burton has reached double figure scoring in all five of his starts and posted a monstrous 23 points and 14 rebounds out last against TCU.

Deonte Burton has reached double figure scoring in all five of his starts and posted a monstrous 23 points and 14 rebounds out last against TCU. The dazzling dunks have been fun favorites, but more importantly, Burton is a 6-foot-4, 240-pound frame is yet another matchup nightmare for opponents. He’s skilled enough and fast enough to score from the wing, and also strong enough to bang bodies and score in the post.

Against West Virginia, his ability to rebound against bigger bodies will likely come into play.

ROAD GAME WOES

Nothing illustrates how tough the Big 12 can be quite like Iowa State’s road woes.

The junior guard Monté Morris drives in for a layup against TCU on Saturday at Hilton Coliseum. Morris scored only two points, but dished out 11 assists in Iowa State’s 92-83 win.

JAMEL MCKAY SAGA CONTINUES

Iowa State’s men’s basketball team has had no shortage of story lines this season, and that trend continues as Iowa State prep for a road showdown against West Virginia on an ESPN Big Monday game.

Plenty of questions revolve around forward Jameel McKay, who’s currently the team’s leading rebounder, and point guard Deonte Burton, the ISU coach’s top guard.

Prohm was tight-lipped about the reason after Monday, and guard Monté Morris thinks McKay will play against the Mountaineers.

The senior forward did not play against TCU, and Burton took over as a season other than it was a coaching decision.
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Prohm was tight-lipped about the reason after Monday, and guard Monté Morris thinks McKay will play against the Mountaineers.

The senior forward did not play against TCU, and Burton took over as a season other than it was a coaching decision.

McKay missed two games earlier this year when Prohm suspended him indefinitely. McKay came back from suspension and played in two games for Iowa State before missing the TCU game.

While it’s not clear what McKay did, it seems like a minor issue. McKay warmed up, sat on the bench and was inattentive. Prohm previously said that McKay was not suspended again.

Prohm said “no question” when asked if McKay would be available to play against West Virginia on an ESPN Big Monday game. McKay missed two games earlier this year when Prohm suspended him indefinitely. McKay came back from suspension and played in two games for Iowa State before missing the TCU game.

Steve Prohm was tight-lipped about the reason after Monday, and guard Monté Morris thinks McKay will play against the Mountaineers.
Cyclone offense loses focus in tournament

Team outmatched by rival in semi-finals

Saturday night at the Ames/ISU Ice Arena.

The decision on who to start will continue her success on offense. She's also Iowa State's all-time leader in hits. Gomez holds several team records including 398 runs scored, 220 hits, 128 runs batted in and 86 stolen bases. She also had 12 home runs, 44 doubles, 16 triples and 113 walks.

Senior shortstop Brittnay Gomez steps into the batter's box against Ohio State on Friday night during the Cyclones after spending her first two years in class.

Gomez got to the hang of the college hitting game in her freshman year. She was named to the NFCA All Mid-American Conference and NFCA All-Freshman Team in 2015 and holds several team records for offense. She also Iowa State’s all-time leader in runs scored.

Gomez is looking to continue her success on the softball diamond this season. She has set some personal goals and plans on what she needs to prove.

“Even playing with [Gomez], because we feel like we can make everything happen. If you do something right and she says, ‘Yeah, and I do it for each other.’”

Gomez always looking to help her teammates to improve and helps them stay focused on what they need to prove.

“Even playing with [Gomez], because we feel like we can make everything happen. If you do something right and she says, ‘Yeah, and I do it for each other.’”

The Cyclones were outscored in the semi-finals against the Bobcats in which penalties were the biggest factor in the Bobcats’ 11-3 win at home last Saturday at the Ames/ISU Ice Arena.

After the Springfield Express came to town and was swept by the Bobcats for the second straight year, the Cyclones season came to an end on March 5. The Cyclone season will come to an end with a sweep of the No. 2 team in the country and a regular season conference title.

“This isn’t the first time the Cyclones have lost focus in really big games. Last weekend, the game at one, they scored with a 12-second advantage and were at home ended in a pair of one-goal losses.”

The Cyclones were outscored in the semi-finals against the Bobcats in which penalties were the biggest factor in the Bobcats’ 11-3 win at home last Saturday at the Ames/ISU Ice Arena.

After the Springfield Express came to town and was swept by the Bobcats for the second straight year, the Cyclones season came to an end on March 5. The Cyclone season will come to an end with a sweep of the No. 2 team in the country and a regular season conference title.

“You’ve never been more outdone than this year. We are more in-depth in every position. We are more off-speed than I think that helps us defensively and offensively. We have a lot more hitters that can contribute.”

Gomez knows she will be remembered for what she has done here at Iowa State, but in her 2015 season she was named to the All-Region and All-Big 12 teams.

“Being a student is tough, and taking care of a child is even tougher. But you can finish school. And we can help by connecting you to important resources.”

Parenting: It’s a Life

ISU softball offensive threat swaps positions

By Austin Anderton

One loss.

and assisted in 12 more outs.

It didn’t take long for Gomez to prove.

“We are more in-depth in every position. We are more off-speed than I think that helps us defensively and offensively. We have a lot more hitters that can contribute.”

Gomez knows she will be remembered for what she has done here at Iowa State, but in her 2015 season she was named to the All-Region and All-Big 12 teams.

“Being a student is tough, and taking care of a child is even tougher. But you can finish school. And we can help by connecting you to important resources.”

Parenting: It’s a Life


**BULLS p3**

Just like any sport, injury can happen. As a bull rider, you have to accept that pain. I've ridden bulls and collapsed ligaments, broke two other ribs, and lost my share of teeth. If you're not in it for the long haul, then it's not for you.

We both deal with culture, but, just like riding a bull, it's all about momentum. We can't stop momentum. We can only control it at the start. And the best way to get in control of momentum is to go for the ride of your life. And that's what we do. We let the bull take us where it wants to go. And we let the bull do its thing. And you know what? It works. It works every time.

BULLS attending audience can come from 6 to 9 p.m. Wednesday.

**MERGED p5**

departments," Gaeta said. The departments, heretoafter and hereby, are now merged together and we are now collaborating for several years on a variety of projects.

The field of anthropology is a relatively small department that had very little tenured faculty members as well as the exception of the merger, world languages and cultures had a smaller department size and the two departments gave a larger department size to the world of academia, and the merger would allow the two departments to work together much more efficiently.

He said riders don't know what the next second will bring, and the only way to prepare for it is to keep your head up and your feet on the ground.

Oimoshe started riding 10 years ago after asking his family member if he could help him break into the rodeo business. Currently, he monitors some of the youngest riders and prizes the opportunity to help encourage others.

He advised riders to remain persistent and never give up on their dreams of riding. He said techniques must be practiced and honed before they're used in the ring.

If you're hair is out in the wind, you'll be able to see it. If you can't see your hair, then you're going to have a rough time. It's the same with riding bulls. If you can't see your hair, then you're going to have a rough time.

He said that he has never met a rider who has never been tossed by a bull. The pain to a hangover, only worse.

Oimoshe tells doubting riders, "If your heart's not in it, then you're not going to do it. You're not going to do it for fun, you're not going to do it for money. You're going to do it for the love of the animals."

We ride a $5 lunch button that Engineers' week has surely be the crowd favorite.
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